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Adapted from the original text

*One Dark Night* by Hazel Hutchins

Puffin Books
At night lightning flashes.

Lightning makes a bright light

Lightning makes a loud noise
Jonathan sees a storm.

Jonathan sees two eyes looking at him.
Jonathan runs downstairs and opens the door.

Jonathan’s cat ran outside.
Jonathan’s cat brought a kitten inside.

The kitten was gray.
Jonathan sees lightning
Jonathan hears thunder
Jonathan sees wind and rain
Jonathan sees his cat run outside.

Jonathan says "Come back"
Jonathan's cat scratches on the door.

Jonathan opens the door and sees one more kitten.

Jonathan's cat runs outside.
Jonathan hears more loud thunder.

The storm is coming.
Jonathan sees his cat run outside.

Jonathan says "Come back"
Jonathan hears more lightning.
Jonathan hears thunder.
Jonathan holds the kittens
Jonathan sees the wind blow.

Jonathan hears rain.
Jonathan sees his cat outside.

Jonathan's cat carries kitten 3 in the house.
Jonathan asks his cat.

Are there any more kittens?
The cat and her 3 kittens sleep

They are warm inside.
The cat and her 3 kittens sleep

They are warm inside.
The end